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 Description

C21 Live Radio is a CDN service for publishing live progressive 
download audio content. Its high flexibility and availability 
ensures that the content reaches your audience from all over 
the world while keeping the highest quality.

C21 Live Radio is a CDN service for publishing 
live progressive download audio content

PRODUCTS

Progressive download broadcasting ensures the content 
playback on all devices with a single  format. Moreover, 
Cires21 technology allows you to fully minimize the delay 
in the broadcast.

 Benefits

•	 High	flexiblility	ingest
 C21 Live Radio allows any protocol and format on the ingest 

side. Moreover, it also guarantees the security of the live 
streaming of our customers. 

•	 Broadcasting	close	to	the	end	user
 The multihosted system allows to easily locate the content 

distribution resources nearest  the audience, reducing 
latencies.

•	 Audience	analysis	through	an	advanced	statistics
 Full web interface where you can review all kinds of statistics 

on the use of your live streaming. Real-time data such as 
connected users, the bandwidth consumption, view historical 
data on the usage, advanced usage reports with information 
about the end-user location, number of users at peak, used 
besides average connection duration.

•	 Unattended	monitoring	via	API
 Allows to monitor in real-time the ingest’s status in the 

primary and backup server, the content’s broadcasting status, 
connected users, bandwidth used,...
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Ingest	in	all	protocols	and	formats.	
Ensuring the maximum integration 
with customer systems.

Multi-bitrate broadcasting.
Allowing to reach customers 
connected through all kind of 
networks: wired, wifi, 3G, 4G,...

Geolocation. To ensure the 
control over content rights.

High	Availability. Ensures high 
availability through the use of a 
level of redundancy adjusted to 

the  needs of any customer.

Auto scalable. Without 
restrictions on geographic regions 
and bandwidth.

Historical	and	real-time	
statistics. By stream or 
stream groups.

Advanced Reporting. Generate reports on activity, duration, 
period of time, by player, device, connection time, ...

Monitoring	API.	It allows you to monitor in real time 
the status of each stream. The client can integrate it 
with its internal monitoring system.
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other specification

Based on cloud computing

Adobe RTMP, HTTP, UDP, RTP, Apple HLS, Adobe HDS, MPEG2TS

MP3, AAC, AAC+, MPEG1 Layer 2 Audio, AC3, AMR, RealAudio, WMA, Vorbis

MP3, progressive download (HTTP). Compatible with any device

Ingest system with autentication

High availability, from ingest to broadcast

API, web interface

Other specification: Autoscaling system that brings flexibility to the platform, usage statistics
in real-time via API and web interface, geolocation
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